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What is a test report?







A test report is any description, explanation, or
justification of the status of a test project.
A comprehensive test report is all of those things
together.
A professional test report is one competently,
thoughtfully, and ethically designed to serve your clients
in that context.
A test report isn’t “just the facts.” It’s a story about facts.

Learn to tell the testing story!

Advice for Test Reporting










Don’t use silly, misleading metrics (such as test
case counts) in a test report.
Develop within you a comprehensive model of the
testing problem and process.
Learn how to tell a three-level testing story.
Know how to use “safety language.”
Consider organizing your report by product risk.
Report what you did, not just a list of the artifacts
you generated.
Tailor your reporting to the situation at hand.

Let’s Count Unicorns!

Do you know what a
Unicorn is? Okay.
Answer this question:
How many
unicorns will
fit into your
cubicle?

One answer: At Least 15 Quadrillion





The word “UNICORN” repeated 100,000 times,
compressed, and packaged into an archive with 9 other
such files, takes up 4096 bytes on my disk. (one million
unicorns)
About 750,000 of those files would fit on a 32gb flash
drive. (7.5 trillion unicorns)
2,000 32gb flash drives fit tightly in a cubic meter (15
quadrillion unicorns)

That’s fifteen PETACORNS, people!!

In the absence of context…
test case counts mean NOTHING!
How much testing is 40 test cases?
 How much is 400?
 How about 40,000 test cases?


“Pass Rate” is a Stupid Metric.
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Totally different situations…
same exact graph!
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Totally different situations…
same exact graph!
And, hey, is this one big test cycle with the pass
rate based on pass vs. not yet run?
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You shouldn’t take
test case counts seriously because…












Test cases are not independent.
Test cases are not interchangeable.
Test cases vary widely in value from case to case, tester to
tester, product to product, project to project, test technique to
test technique, and over time.
Test case design is subjective, so counts are easy to inflate.
Test cases do not— and can not—capture all the testing that
occurs (example: bug investigation)
Testers often don’t follow the test cases, anyway.
Automated test cases are fundamentally different from sapiently
executed tests.
Test cases represent what’s easy to put into a test case.
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A Narrative Model of Testing




This is a map of the Rapid
Testing methodology that
I teach.
It is organized in the
structure of a story,
because story construction
is at the heart of what it
means to test.
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To test is to construct three stories

(plus a bit more)

Level 1: A story about the status of the PRODUCT…
…about how it failed, and how it might fail...
…in ways that matter to your various clients.

Level 2: A story about HOW YOU TESTED it…
…how you configured, operated and observed it…
…about what you haven’t tested, yet…
…and won’t test, at all…

Level 3: A story about the VALUE of the testing…
…what the risks and costs of testing are…
…how testable (or not) the product is…
…things that make testing harder or slower…
…what you need and what you recommend…

Why should I be pleased
with your work?

(Level 3+: A story about the VALUE of the stories.)
…do you know what happened? can you report? does report serve its purpose?
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Safety Language
(aka “epistemic modalities”)
“Safety language” in software testing, means to
qualify or otherwise draft statements of fact so
as to avoid false confidence.
 Examples:
I think…
It appears…
So far…
I infer…
It seems…
apparently…
I assumed…


The feature worked

I have not yet seen any
failures in the feature…
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Risk-Based Testing Makes
Reporting Easier

Risk Area 1

Status of the product
and what we did to
test it….

Risk Area 2

Status of the product
and what we did to
test it….

Risk Area 3

Status of the product
and what we did to
test it…
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Activity-based test management
is designed to facilitate reporting


Thread-based Test Management:

This means organizing your whole test effort around test
activities that comprise your testing story. You manage
testing AND report status from a mind-map.



Session-based Test Management:

This means organizing testing into “sessions” which are
normalized units of uninterrupted test time. You can count
these more safely.

Visualizing Test Progress

Visualizing Test Progress

Visualizing Test Progress
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Example Reports

